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Practically Training: Push Through
The push-through is a turn cue used
to send the dog around to the backside of a jump. While not typically
seen in Novice, backside challenges
are appearing with increased frequency at the upper levels of some
venues. Learning to correctly set the
line to either the front of the jump or
the backside is what push-through
training is all about. By Sandy Rogers

22
Training Freedom: Here I Go Again!
Shady has an injured foot pad and his
activity is restricted, so it’s a perfect
time to assess his physical and verbal
cues with some indoor games and see
how many cues are still sharp. Darcey
the Whippet encounters a tunnel with
water in it, which sets back her tunnel
training. All three dogs continue with
their dogwalk and seesaw training.
By Jo Sermon
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46
Pressure, Part 3: Removing Pressure
on the Team at Trials
If you and your dog aren’t prepared
for the realities of a show site and the
pressure that competition can bring, a
trial can feel like an parallel universe.
Learning how to keep things in perspective, knowing what to expect, and
preparing for most eventualities can
relieve a great deal of pressure from
your team. By Tammy Moody
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Reward Away! Reinforcing
Agility Behaviors at a Distance
Getting rewards off your body
and out into the area where you
want your dog to be will take
your agility performance to the
next level and help you succeed
in agility classes with defined
distance challenges as well as on
typical courses, where cutting
corners and layering offer advantages. By Brenna Fender

36 Aggression, Reactivity, and
Agility? Key Considerations for
You and Your Dog
Armed with an understanding
of your own dog’s behavior, it is
important to take the necessary
steps before, during, and after
competitions to make sure everyone can have a safe and positive
experience. By Emma Parsons, BA,
KPA CTP, APDT, CDBC
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Editorializing: Getting Good
What does it mean to be good at agility? There
is no one answer because in each style of agility,
being good is defined by the mastery of different skills. Plus, as adults playing a game with our
dogs, we can also find success beyond the Qs. It’s
all good. By Brenna Fender

17 Ultimate Dog Vehicle Setups: Honda CR-V
Check out some of the most popular “dog vehicles” and how you can modify them to best fit
your dog sport needs. By Brenna Fender

27 25% Solution for Fine Tuning Teamwork
This month’s drills, which fit in a 60 x 40 foot
area, focus on managing short straight tunnels,
pull-throughs, and front crosses. By John Reid
32 Power Paws Drills: Threadles, Serps,
and Fronts
This 40ft. x 60ft. setup provides options to practice threadles in almost every drill this month.
You can also work on serps, front crosses, and
lead-out pivots. By Nancy Gyes
44 Super Sets
What do you call a setup for training sequences
that you can use for your youngsters, your experienced pups, your friends, and even your students?
This month’s challenges include commitment to
drive lines, interesting weave entries, threadles,
backsides, tight line front sides, long jump skills,
and layering opportunities. By Dudley Shumate
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How much can you fit in a Honda CR-V?
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Themes Like a Good Idea By David Bozak
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Tip of the Month By Kathy Mocharnuk

40 Distance Jump Training for
Any Dog, Part 5
Absolutely any dog can be
taught to work away from their
handler! It doesn’t matter how
focused they are on you or how
much they stare at you over
every obstacle. You can overcome that with clear, methodical
well-rewarded behaviors.
By Stacy Winkler
49 Weave Pole Training Using
“Wings”
This variation of the channel training method uses wing-like PVC
frames attached to the poles. The
method is designed to train an
independent weave pole performance. By Sharon Lafuse

20 Backyard Dogs By Steve Schwarz
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